
 

I need help! I had to translate the title already into English. Is there a way to do this automatically? Please use the html tags that
you see in this post - like 

 and 

. The tags are not case-sensitive. If you want no space before or after your tag, add a slash before and after (''). If you want a lot
of space between text and 

, add '
' in between. You can also apply formatting from the editor when writing your post. For example, if you wanted to have italics,
type '''like so'''. It will be converted properly when you post the page. I haven't posted Wikipedia links to pages in a while, so let
me give you all a reminder on how to do that. When you want to add a link to your page, just type "[http://..." and replace "..."
with the actual link. This will automatically convert it into an active hyperlink when you save the page, so readers can just click
on it and be brought directly to that page. Another way is to add "[" before the URL and "]" after it, like [http://...]. It will look
like this: [http://...].

I am really sorry for such an annoying comment (that is longer than the article itself). I will go ahead and remove it if no one can
help. If you can, please leave a message on my talk page, as I am a slow editor and may take some time to respond. Thanks!
Now that that's out of the way, this is an excellent article. I changed the infobox to something else just now, because I thought it
was getting too long. However, I see that you already changed it back to the {{Yangon}} template. If you want to use a different
template for various reasons, we can do so without having to wait for approval from anyone (including all of us). There is a
template called {{Yangon}} you can use. Thank you for the thank you message! I don't feel that I deserve that, but I am happy
to receive it anyways. I think this article is really good and informative. It might be a little hard for most people to identify most
of the cities, though. The information that I have given was not taken from Wikipedia. It is all from the internet and some of
what I wrote was translated to English by me. So, I am not plagiarizing any of the information. The pictures were uploaded as
thumbnails as you can see on the picture page on Wikipedia, so they don't slow down your computer or everyone else's. The
images were put on the pages by someone who added them on Wikipedia and then copied them here automatically by a bot
(software).
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